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When I joined the JGSGB in 1994 I was greeted
by a letter from Ronny Brickman, then Editor
of Shemot who accepted my first contribution,

"A visit to post-Glas»ost Chernivtsy". This was the tale of
a nightmare journey to the town where I came from, the
interrogation for two hours by the NKDV and the disillusion
of the abject misery in this once beautiful city.

In June I attended a meeting at the Wiener Library entitled
"Czernowitz in Jewish memory" where Professor Marianne
Hirsch, Professor of English and Comparative Literature at
Columbia University launched her latest book, Ghosts of
Home, written in conjunction with her husband Leo Spitzer,
and based on visits to the town with her mother, a native.

We had arranged to meet before the lecture where I was
able to give her several contributions I had made for Shemot
Marianne suggested that I might be interested in becoming
a member of a worldwide group who shared a personal
attachment to the town. Some members were now actively
engaged in the restoration of the enormous Jewish cemetery.

Documentation
At the same time I became involved with the Moderator

Jerome Shatten in Vancouver who published my first effort
on http://czernowitz.ehpes.com/wh&;e scrolling down in the
Menu section: "Stories, histories and trip reports" it is listed
as item 32. "An index of Harry Jarvis documents"is listed
as item 32a and is now housed in the Wiener Library which
collects material related to the Holocaust. Some years ago
I was unable to leave my large, lifelong collection with the
JGSGB as the present new library did not exist.

In England, the Wiener Library have listed these under:
Documents, family papers 19th C accessed with number
1617. Item 32b "Relative values and poetic licence" is now
included because of the interest in the Czernowitzer poet
Paul Celan, a close friend of my cousin Erich Einhom and
his mention by name in Todesfuge.1

I continued my searches2 and was sent details of the grave
of my paternal grandmother Berta Jaslowitz Geb Sommer
(1872-1933) and my maternal grandmother Rifka Singer
(1867-1939) together with the exact number of the plot,
somewhere in 30 acres. From a photograph of the cleaned
stone it is evident of the heavily overgrown, neglected state
of the land around it.

The restoration work is being carried out by the
Czernowitz Jewish Cemetery Restoration Organisation
(CJCRO) to which I am now a subscribing member.

The task is undertaken by Ukrainian workers, who are
paid in dollars, a worldwide group of volunteers and the
ASF, an acronym forAktion Siihnezeichen Friedemdienste,
a German, non-governmental organisation wishing to atone
for the crimes committed by the Nazi regime.

The author's paternal grandmother's stone

The inscription on the tombstone of the author's maternal
grandmother, received as the magazine was being produced

This year, Chernivtsi also holds a festival of poetry and
music—the latter in honour of the tenor, Josef Schmidt.
The December 2004 issue has my story of "Memories of
a pocket Caruso" relating his extraordinary life and tragic
death in Switzerland.

• The author is a retired anaesthetist and a long-standing
member of the Society.
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